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8A. Profile of the percentages of the sample using text books, reference books, periodicals, fiction and catalogue during RCT (vide Table 8.1).

8B. Profile of the percentages of the sample using text books, reference books, periodicals, fiction and catalogue during HT (vide Table 8.2).

8C. Lines diagramatic representation of summary Table showing percentages who feel whether various kinds of common facilities are adequate or not, during RCT. The variables are numbered according as they are numbered in Table 8.3.

8D. Lines diagramatic representation of summary Table showing percentages who feel whether various kinds of common facilities are adequate or not, during HT. The variables are numbered according as they are numbered in Table 8.4.

8E. Lines diagramatic representation of summary Table showing the percentages of readers satisfaction with certain essential factors during RCT. The variables are numbered according as they are numbered in Table 8.5.

8F. Lines diagramatic representation of summary Table showing the percentages of readers satisfaction with certain essential factors during HT. The variables are numbered according as they are numbered in Table 8.6.

8G. Lines diagramatic representation of readers demands for documentation/reprographic and inter library loan services during RCT and HT (Vide Table 8.10).

8H. Lines diagramatic representation of readers satisfaction for documentation/reprographic and inter library loan services during RCT and HT (Vide Table 8.11).
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